Yellow Box Node Description

The Yellow Box Node is a complete Allstar system that comes with everything you need to get started in the Allstar world. The Yellow Box Node comes in two versions: (1) the UV-82, which is a dual band 2m/70cm radio; and (2) the 888s, which is a single band 70cm radio. Both versions come with a 12v 5amp wall wart and a cigarette car adapter. Both versions can be used with a hard wired network (fixed location) or wireless (mobile) network like a hotspot. Both versions are completely assembled with the latest version of hamvoip software loaded on the installed SD card. You only need to enter your Allstar user information. If you prefer we will preload your Yellow Box Node with your Allstar information based on you filling the “Allstar Setup Requirements” form. A number of simplex frequencies are pre loaded but can be changed at anytime.